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UNIT 6UNIT 6 MOVIESMOVIES

A. Write the types of the movies under the pictures. There is one extra.

Lead in
Act out the dialogue.

actionaction horrorhorror

fantasticfantasticcomedycomedy animationanimation

sci-fisci-fi

DIAMOND
 GIRL

................................1 ................................2

................................4 ................................5

Which one is your 
favourite?

"Ice Girl".

THUNDER
BOY

ICE GIRL

................................3
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B. Listen to the dialogues. Fill in the table with the names of the movies and their 
     types. 

C. Listen to the dialogues again and choose T (True) or F (False). Write the correct  
     statement if it’s False.  

Time Channel 4 Channel 64  Channel Z

7:00 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

10:30 p.m.

'Toy Story' is at 7:00 p.m. 'Toy Story' is at 7:00 p.m. 
on Channel 64.on Channel 64.

'Toy Story' is a horror movie.'Toy Story' is a horror movie.

'Ayla' is a comedy movie.'Ayla' is a comedy movie.

'Mission Impossible' is at 'Mission Impossible' is at 
9:30 p.m. on Channel Z.9:30 p.m. on Channel Z.

6.1

6.2

04

01

02

03

T / F

T / F

T / F

T / F

Mission Impossible Toy Story

drama

animation
actionAyla
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What is the movie about?

What kind of movie is it? 

What is your favourite movie? 

Who are the characters?

Dan, Diego and Ken are 
main characters. Dan is very 
funny. I think Diego is brave 
and Ken is strong.

It is "Robot Heroes". 

It’s about friendship. 

It’s an animation and
 it’s very funny.

 D. Work in pairs. Talk about your favourite movies as in the example.

F. Talk about your friends' likes and dislikes.

E. Work in pairs. Read the dialogue and ask the same questions to your partners. 
    Then, fill in the table with        = like,                 = love or        = don't / doesn't like.

Student A:Student A: What is your favourite movie?
Student B:Student B: "Ice Age".
Student A: Student A: What kind of movies do you like?
Student B:Student B: I like action and animation, but I don’t like romance.

Example:Example:

Ayşe loves animations. She likes comedies, 
but she doesn’t like horror movies.

Example:Example:

Action Horror AnimationComedy Romance

Me

................

................

................

ROBOT HEROESROBOT HEROES
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G. Read the dialogue and tick the movie poster they talk about.

Sarah:  I’m bored, Sue.
Sue:   Let’s go to the cinema. There is an action movie at the 
  Palm Tree movie theater. 
Sarah:  OK.  But I don’t like action movies. 
Sue:   What about an animation movie?
Sarah:  I like animations. What is the movie about?
Sue:   It’s about friendship. The kung-fu masters come together and    
             fight the evil characters. The main character of the movie is a   
  panda. His name is Po and he is very funny.
Sarah:  What time is the movie?
Sue:   It’s at six o'clock in the evening. Let’s buy tickets on the Net.
Sarah:  OK. 

1. Name of the main character:1. Name of the main character:

4. Place:4. Place:

2. Type of the movie:2. Type of the movie:

3. Time:3. Time: ........................................ ......................................... .

........................................ ......................................... .

........................................ ......................................... .

........................................ ......................................... .

H. Read the dialogue again and fill in the table.

1 2 3 4
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 I. Work in pairs, ask questions to your friends about their favourite TV programmes   
    as in the example. Then, fill in the table.

It is at eight o'clock in the evening.

What is your favourite
TV programme? 

 I like game shows. 
"Megachef" is my favourite.

What time is it on? 

Example:Example:

 8:00 p.m.     Game show

Me  
 

My friend My friend 

Time TV Programme Time TV ProgrammeTime TV Programme
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L. Talk about your classmates as in the example. 

J. Listen to the dialogue and fill in the blanks. There is one extra.

Sam:  Do you like watching movies, Jason?
Jason:  Yes, I do. 
Sam:   What kind of movies do you like?
Jason:   I love                          movies. What about you?
Sam:   I like                          and                          . What is your favourite movie?
Jason:  "Spiderman".  I think he is                          and                         .
Sam:  What do you think about Green Goblin?
Jason:  I think he is                          and                         .

1

2 3

4 5

6 7

brave

K. Read the dialogue and answer the questions.

6.3

funnyevil 

 animations strong actionfrightening

comedies

1. Does Jason love action movies?            _________________________ .
2. What kind of movies does Sam like?               _________________________ .
3. What is Jason's favourite movie?           _________________________ .
4. What does Jason think about Green Goblin?          _________________________ .

What do you think
 about Akın?

I think he is smart.

smart
funny
brave
helpful
honest
friendly
strong

Example:Example:
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LET’S SAYLET’S SAY

Can you can a can as a canner can can a can?Can you can a can as a canner can can a can?
Cooks cook cupcakes quickly.Cooks cook cupcakes quickly.

M. Fill in the crossword puzzle.

UNIT 6UNIT 6 MOVIESMOVIES

5

4

6

8

9

2

3

7

1

WORD PUZZLEWORD PUZZLE

DOWN

1. "Zootopia" movie is not ......... . It is so exciting. 
2. Karavezir is an ......... character in "Keloğlan".
3. He is ......... . He is not weak.
4. This house is not ......... . It is beautiful. 
5. My puppy is ......... . It is not unfriendly.
8. The robot "WALL-E" is ......... . It helps other robots.

ACROSS 

5. I like watching horrors. They are ......... .
6. Superman is so ......... . He fights against evil characters.
7.  The last "Minion Movie" is so ......... . It makes me laugh.
9. Alice is ........., but the Red Queen is ugly.

B
O
R
I
N
G
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ANSWER KEY 

UNIT 6    MOVIES

A. Write the types of the movies under the pictures.  There is one extra.
1. comedy     2. horror     3. fantastic      4. animation    5. action

B. Listen to the dialogues. Fill in the table with the names of the movies and their types.

Time Channel 4 Channel 64 Channel Z
7:00 p.m. Toy Story (Animation)

9:30 p.m. Mission Impossible  (Action)
10:30 p.m. Ayla (Drama)

C. Listen to the dialogues again and choose T (True) or F (False). Write the correct    
      statement if it’s False.

1. T 2. F (It is an animation.) 3. F (It is drama.) 4. T
D. Work in pairs. Talk about your favourite movies as in the example.  

Students’ own answers.
E. Work in pairs. Read the dialogue and ask the same questions to your partners. 
    Then, fill in the table with        = like,               = love or        = don't / doesn't like.

 Students’ own answers.
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F. Talk about your friends' likes and dislikes.  

 Students’ own answers.
G. Read the dialogue and tick the movie poster they talk about.

They talk about the poster 3.
H. Read the dialogue again and fill in the table.  

1. Po   2. animation   3. at six o'clock in the evening   4. The Palm Tree movie theatre
I. Work in pairs, ask questions to your friends about their favourite TV  programmes   
as in the example. Then, fill in the table.

Students’ own answers. 
J. Listen to the dialogue and fill in the blanks. There is one extra.

1. action    2. animations   3. comedies    4. strong    5. brave    6. frightening    7. evil
K. Read the dialogue and answer the questions.

1. Yes, he does.    2. He likes animations and comedies.   3. Spiderman
4. He thinks he is frightening and evil.

L. Talk about your classmates as in the example.
Students’ own answers.

M. Fill in the crossword puzzle.    

DOWN: 1. BORING  2. EVIL  3. STRONG  4. UGLY   5. FRIENDLY   8. HELPFUL  
ACROSS: 5. FRIGHTENING   6. BRAVE     7. FUNNY   9. BEAUTIFUL


